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INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with one-dimensional local Cohen]Macaulay rings with
finite integral closure. Let A be such a ring. The ring A is Gorenstein if
 .  .  .type A s 1 or, equivalently, if l ArA s l ArC , where A is theA A A
 .integral closure of A and C s A : A. Since, for any A, we have l ArAA A
 .  .G l ArC q type A y 1, for Gorenstein rings the previous expressionA A
 .is an equality. We define A to be almost Gorenstein if l ArA sA
 .  .l ArC q type A y 1. An almost Gorenstein ring of type 2, i.e., a ringA A
 .  .  .A such that l ArA s l ArC q 1 cf. Proposition 21 , is called here aA A A
w xKunz ring, generalizing a definition given in B-D-F2, B-D-F3 . Several
examples of Kunz and almost Gorenstein rings are given in the paper. It is
noticed for example that the coordinate ring of three lines through the
origin in A3 is a Kunz ring.
Throughout the paper we make heavy use of the canonical ideal of A.
We notice in Section 2 that we can assume for our purposes, without any
restriction, that a canonical ideal K of A such that A : K : A exists. If B
 .is an overring of A, B : A, we are interested in comparing l BrA withA
 .  .  .l ArC , where C s A : B. It is known that l BrA F l ArC qA A A
 .l KrA in general. For a Gorenstein ring A, where any overring B isA
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 .  .  .divisorial, we have always that l BrA s l ArC q l KrA sA A A
 .l ArC . If A is almost Gorenstein, we get that the overrings that attainA
the maximal length over A are exactly the divisorial overrings cf. Proposi-
.tion 22 . Furthermore we show that almost Gorenstein rings of maximal
embedding dimension are characterized by having Gorenstein dual of the
 .maximal ideal cf. Proposition 25 and we determine when the conductor
 .  .A : B m , where B m is the blowing up of the maximal ideal, is a power of
 . m cf. Proposition 26 . If we suppose moreover that A is local and hence
.a DVR , and that A and A have the same residue field, the numerical
 .semigroup ¨ A of values of nonzero elements of A gives a lot of
information on A. An almost symmetric semigroup is a generalization of
the notions of symmetric and pseudosymmetric semigroups and is defined
in Section 1. A classical result by Kunz is that A is Gorenstein if and only
 .if ¨ A is symmetric. We get that A is almost Gorenstein if and only if
 .  .   ..  .¨ A is almost symmetric and type A s type ¨ A cf. Proposition 29 ,
and that A is almost Gorenstein of maximal embedding dimension or that
A is almost Gorenstein and Arf if and only if the corresponding semi-
 .   .. groups have the analogue properties and type A s type ¨ A cf. Propo-
.sitions 31 and 32 .
w xIn Section 1 many results of B-D-F2, B-D-F3 for pseudosymmetric
semigroups are also generalized to almost symmetric semigroups: the
 . ``type sequence'' of an almost symmetric semigroup is t, 1, . . . , 1 cf.
.Proposition 7 and almost symmetric semigroups of maximal embedding
dimension or Arf are studied. We make use in Section 1 of the ``canonical
 .semigroup ideal'' the semigroup analogue of the canonical ideal for rings
and of the related concepts of ``holes of the first and second kind,'' all
w xconcepts introduced in J . If S ; T are semigroups, we are interested in
 .  . comparing Card T R S with Card S R C , where C s x g Z ¬ x q T :
4S . This is the elementary translation of the mentioned problem of
 .  .comparing l BrA with l ArA : B for an overring B of A. If TA A
contains no holes of the second type or if T contains all holes of the
 .  .second type, then Card T R S behaves well with respect to Card S R C
 .cf. Proposition 3 , but in general there is not such a close connection.
 .  .  .Although Card S R C F Card T R S if Card T R S F 3, even this
 .inequality does not hold in general cf. Example at the end of Section 1 .
Finally many results for semigroups are translated to analytically irre-
ducible rings with the same residue field as its integral closure in Section 4.
1. SEMIGROUPS
Let S be a numerical semigroup, i.e., a subsemigroup of the natural
 .numbers with finite complement to N. The Frobenius number g S of S is
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the largest integer in Z R S . The semigroup S is called symmetric if for
 .any i g Z, i f S if and only if g S y i g S , and S is called pseudosym-
 .  .  w xmetric if i f S if and only if g S y i g S or i s g S r2 cf. B-D-F2
w x.  .or B-D-F3 . For natural numbers n , . . . , n with gcd n , . . . , n s 1 we1 k 1 k
 k 4  :denote the semigroup  m n ¬ m G 0 by n , . . . , n . It is clear thatis1 i i i 1 k
every semigroup has a unique minimal finite set of generators.
Let S be a numerical semigroup. A subset I of S is an ideal if
i q s g I for each i g I and each s g S . A subset J of Z is a relati¨ e
 4ideal of S if z q J s z q j ¬ j g T is an ideal for some z g S . If I and
 4J are relative ideals, then I y J s z g Z ¬ z q J : I is a relative ideal.
For a relative ideal I of S , we call the relative ideal S y I the dual of
I. If I : J, we have S y J : S y I. An ideal I is bidual if S y S y
.  .I s I. We denote S y S y I by I . For any ideal I we have I = I¨ ¨
and S y I s S y I.¨
X X  X .A relative ideal K is called a canonical ideal if K y K y I s I for
w x   . 4each relative ideal I. It is shown in J that g S y x ¬ x f S is a
canonical ideal, and that K X is a canonical ideal if and only if x q K X is,
where x g Z. We will in the sequel always let K denote the standard
  . 4 w xcanonical ideal g S y x ¬ x f S . It is shown in J, Hilfsatz 5 , that for
  . 4any relative ideal I we have K y I s g S y x ¬ x f I , in particular
K y K s S . This gives easily that for any relative ideals I : J we get
 .  .  ..Card J R I s Card K y I R K y J .
w xAccording to the terminology in J , we call for a semigroup S the set
 .   . 4  . H S s g S y x ¬ x g S the set of holes of the first type and L S s x
 . 4g Z ¬ x f S and g S y x f S the set of holes of second type. Thus
 .  . Z s S j H S j L S . We will use the notation M for the set x g S ¬ x
4  .  .) 0 . The set M is an ideal of S and S y M s M y M if S / N. Let
 .  .  .T S denote the finite set M y M R S and recall that the type of S is
 .  .  .the cardinality of T S . Of course g S g T S and it is easy to see that
 .  .  .   .4the other elements of T S come from L S , i.e., T S : g S j
 .  .  w x.L S . Moreover, with the notation above, K s S j L S cf. J, Satz 4 .
 .It follows from the definitions that S is symmetric if and only if L S s B
 .   . 4and S is pseudosymmetric if and only if L S s g S r2 . While sym-
metric semigroups are all semigroups of type 1, pseudosymmetric semi-
groups are particular semigroups of type 2.
  ..  LEMMA 1. For a semigroup S we ha¨e Card T S s Card K R K q
..M .
  ..   .  ..Proof. Card K R K q M s Card K y K q M R K y K s
 . .  . .   ..Card K yK y M R S s Card S y M R S s Card T S .
PROPOSITION 2. Let S : T be semigroups and let C s S y T s x g Z
4  .  .   ..¬ x q T : S . Then Card T R S F Card S R C q Card L S .
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 .  . .  . .Proof. Card T R S F Card K y C R S s Card K y C R K q
 .  . .  . Card K R S . Now Card K y C R K s Card K y K R K y K y
..  .  .   ..C s Card S R C and Card K R S s Card L S .
PROPOSITION 3. Let S be a semigroup with Frobenius number g, let T be
a semigroup that properly contains S , and let C s S y T s x g Z ¬ x q T
4: S . Then:
 .a If any i g T R S is a hole of S of the first type, i.e., if T R S :
 .H S , then i g T R S if and only if g y i g S R C. Hence in this case
 .  .Card T R S s Card S R C .
 .  .b If any hole of S of the second type is in T, i.e., if L S : T, then
 .i g T R S if and only if g y i g S R C or i g L S . Hence in this case
 .  .   ..Card T R S s Card S R C q Card L S .
 .Proof. a Suppose i g T R S . Then g y i g S since i is a hole of S
 .of the first type. Since i g T and i q g y i s g f S we have g y i f C.
Hence if i g T R S we get g y i g S R C. Now suppose i g S R C. We
shall prove that g y i g T R S . Since i g S we have g y i f S . Since
i f C , by hypothesis, there is a t g T such that i q t is a hole of S of the
 .  .first type. Thus g y i q t g S and hence g y i s g y i y t q t g T.
 .b Suppose i g T R S . If i is a hole of S of the first type, we get as
 .  .in a that g y i g S R C. Otherwise i g L S . Now suppose i g S R C.
We shall prove that g y i g T R S . We have g y i f S and, as in the
 .proof of a , there is an element t g T such that i q t f S . Suppose that
 .i q t is a hole of S of the first type. In this case g y i q t g S and
hence g y i s g y i y t q t g T. Suppose that i q t is a hole of S of the
 .second type. Then g y i q t is also a hole of S of the second type, so
g y i y t g T and hence g y i s g y i y t q t g T.
We will now consider a larger class of semigroups than the symmetric or
pseudosymmetric; we call them almost symmetric.
 .  .DEFINITION. We call a semigroup S almost symmetric if L S : T S .
PROPOSITION 4. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 S is almost symmetric.
 .  .  .   .42 T S s L S j g S .
 .3 M s K q M.
 .  .  .  .   .4Proof. 1 m 2 . We always have T S : L S j g S .
 .  .  .1 m 3 . We have M s K q M if and only if K : T S j S . Since
 .K s S j L S we are done.
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PROPOSITION 5. Let S be an almost symmetric semigroup, let T be a
semigroup that properly contains S , and let C s S y T. Then the following
are equi¨ alent:
 .1 T is a bidual relati¨ e ideal of S .
 .  .2 L S : T.
 .  .  .   ..3 Card T R S s Card S R C q Card L S .
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Since S y T : M , we have L S : T S : S y M
 .: S y S y T s T.
 .  .2 « 3 . This is true even without the almost symmetric hypothesis
 .according to Proposition 3 b .
 .  .  .3 « 1 . If T is not bidual, then T s S y S y T > T, where the¨
 .containment is strict. Since C s S y T s S y T , we have Card T R S¨
 .  .   ..  .- Card T R S F Card S R C q Card L S cf. Proposition 2 , a¨
contradiction.
Propositions 3 and 5 give the following corollary. Recall that, if S is
 .  .symmetric, then L S s B, and if S is pseudosymmetric then L S s
  . 4g S r2 .
COROLLARY 6. Let S be a semigroup with Frobenius number g, let T be
a semigroup that contains S , and let C s S y T. Then:
 .a If S is symmetric then i g T R S if and only if g y i g S R C.
 .  .Thus Card T R S s Card S R C .
 .b If S is pseudosymmetric, then i g T R S if and only if g y i g S
 .  .R C or i s gr2. Thus Card T R S s Card S R C if gr2 f T, and
 .  .Card T R S s Card S R C q 1 if gr2 g T.
Let S be a semigroup with Frobenius number g. The following notation
will be used in the paper. We let s - s - ??? - s - s s g q 10 1 ny1 n
 .denote the smallest elements in S and let n s n S denote the number
of elements in S smaller than g. For each i G 0 we can consider the ideal
 4  .S s s g S ¬ s G s and the relative ideal S i s S y S . For 0 F i F n,i i i
 .  .  .S i s S y S and hence S i is a semigroup. Moreover S 0 s S ,i i
 .  . w xS 1 s M y M , and S n s N. As in B-D-F2, B-D-F3 , for 1 F i F n we
  .  ..  .   .  ..denote Card S i R S i y 1 by t S and we call t S , . . . , t S thei 1 n
type sequence of S . The type sequence of a symmetric semigroup is
 .1, 1, . . . , 1 and the type sequence of a pseudosymmetric semigroup is
 .  w x.2, 1, . . . , 1 cf. B-D-F2, Proposition 2; B-D-F3, Corollary I.1.12 . Notice
 .that t S is the type of S , that the number of positive holes of S , i.e.,1
  .  .. . n  .Card H S j L S l N is given by g q 1 y n s  t S , and thatis1 i
1  . .    ...Card H S l N s n s g q 1 y Card L S .2
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PROPOSITION 7. A semigroup S is almost symmetric if and only if its type
 .sequence is t, 1, . . . , 1 for some t ) 0.
  . .Proof. Let S be almost symmetric and let n s Card H S l N , as
 .  .  .  .before. Since S 1 s M y M = L S , we have that S i = L S for any i,
 .  .1 F i F n. Moreover S y S i s S and Card S R S s i for any i,i i
 .   . 1 F i F n. Thus, by Proposition 5, we get that t S s Card S i R S i yi
..   . .   . .   .. 1 s Card S i R S y Card S i y 1 R S s i q Card L S y i y
  ...1 q Card L S s 1 for any i, 2 F i F n. Hence the type sequence of S
 .  .is t, 1, . . . , 1 . Conversely, if t, 1, . . . , 1 is the type sequence of S , then
 .the number of positive holes in S is given by g q 1 y n s t q n y 1 .
1 1 .    ...   ..Thus n s g y t q 2 s g q 1 y Card L S , and so Card L S s2 2
  ..t y 1. Since, as noticed before, t is the type of S , i.e., t s Card T S ,
 .  .  4  .  .  4and we always have T S : L S j g , we get T S s L S j g , and
so S is almost symmetric.
 .Remark. a Notice that if I is an ideal of a semigroup S , such that
 .I y I = L S , then I is a bidual ideal of S . As a matter of fact, let
 . I y I = L S and let x g I R I. If i g I, then x y i f S otherwise¨
.  . x y i q i s x g I, a contradiction and x y i f L S otherwise x g
 .  . .L S q i and so, since I y I = L S , x g I, a contradiction . Thus, if
 .i g I, x y i is a hole of S of the first type. Hence g y x y i s g y x q
 .i g S , for any i g I, i.e., g y x g S y I. It follows that g y g y x s x
f I , which contradicts the assumption x g I .¨ ¨
 . w xb In B-D-F3, Sect. 5 a fractional ideal I is defined to be strong, if
I y I s S y I. It is shown that if I is strong, then I is an integral ideal,
 .and if S is symmetric or pseudosymmetric, then any strong ideal in S is
bidual. This can be generalized to almost symmetric semigroups. As a
matter of fact, if I is a strong ideal of an almost symmetric semigroup S ,
 .  .then I y I s S y I = S y M = L S . Hence, by a , we get that I is
bidual.
 :  .DEFINITION. Let S s n , . . . , n with gcd n , . . . , n s 1. If k s n1 k 1 k 1
the semigroup S is called a semigroup of maximal embedding dimension
 w x.cf. B-D-F2, B-D-F3 .
COROLLARY 8. For a semigroup S the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 S is almost symmetric of maximal embedding dimension.
 .2 M y M is a symmetric semigroup.
Proof. S is of maximal embedding dimension if and only if, with the
 .  . .  wnotation above, S i s S 1 i y 1 for 1 F i F n cf. B-D-F2, Proposition
x.7; B-D-F3, Proposition I.2.9 . Thus if S is of maximal embedding dimen-
 .sion and if its type sequence is t , t , . . . , t , then the type sequence of1 2 n
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 .  .S 1 s M y M is t , . . . , t . Hence, by Proposition 7, we easily get that2 n
 .  .  .1 « 2 . Conversely, if S 1 s M y M is symmetric, the type sequence of
 .  .  .  . .S 1 is 1, . . . , 1 . Since, for 1 F i F n, the inclusions S i : S 1 i y 1
 .  .always hold and S i is different from S i y 1 , we get the equalities
 .  . .S i s S 1 i y 1 . Thus S is a semigroup of maximal embedding dimen-
 .sion, its type sequence is t, 1, . . . , 1 and so, by Proposition 7, is almost
symmetric.
 .Any semigroup S , with g S s g can be enlarged to a semigroup T
 .with g T s g and maximal in the set of semigroups with Frobenius
number g. In general T is not univocally determined by S . However, if S
is almost symmetric, T is univocally determined, in fact:¨
PROPOSITION 9. Let S be an almost symmetric semigroup. If T is any
 .  .semigroup that properly contains S , with g T s g S , then T s S y M.¨
 .  .  .Proof. If g S s g T , then T : S j L S , since if g y x g T for
 .  .  .some x g S , then g s g y x q x g T and g T - g S . So, if S is
 .  .almost symmetric and g S s g T , then T : S y M. Thus T q M : S ,
i.e., M : S y T. Since S / T, we have M s S y T and so T s S y M.¨
 .   . .Sometimes the knowledge of L S alone or of T S alone is enough
to conclude that the semigroup is almost symmetric. We will now consider
such a particular type of almost symmetric semigroups, containing the
pseudosymmetric ones.
PROPOSITION 10. Let S be a semigroup with Frobenius number g and let
t g N, t ¬ g. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .   . 41 L S s grt, 2 grt, . . . , t y 1 grt .
 .  .   . 42 T S s grt, 2 grt, . . . , t y 1 grt, g .
 .  .  .3 grt g T S and S y S y T s T for e¨ery semigroup T that
contains S and grt.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Let's show that, for any x g S , x ) 0, and for any k,
1 F k F t y 1, kgrt q x g S . If g - x, then g - kgrt q x g S . Suppose
kgrt q x f S , with g G x. Since grt does not divide x, we get that grt
does not divide kgrt q x, thus kgrt q x is a hole of the first type and
 .  .  .g y kgrt q x s t y k grt y x g S . Hence t y k grt g S , a contra-
 .  .  4diction. Since always T S : L S j g , we are done.
 .  .  .  4  .  2 « 1 . Since T S : g j L S , we have grt, 2 grt, . . . , t y
. 4  .  .  .  .1 grt : L S . Suppose x g L S R T S . Since x f T S , there exists
s g S , s ) 0, such that x q s f S . Moreover x q s is not a hole of the
 .  .first type, since then g y x q s g S and so g y x s g y x q s q s g
 .  .S , a contradiction. Choose x maximal in L S R T S . Then g y x g
 .  .L S R T S , because grt does not divide g y x. Since x q s s kgrt, for
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 .  .  .some k, 1 F k F t y 1, we have t y k grt g T S and t y k grt q s s
 .  .g y x f S , which contradicts t y k grt g T S .
 .  .  .  .  .1 « 3 . We have seen, proving 1 « 2 , that grt g T S and that
S is almost symmetric. If grt g T, then kgrt g T for all k since T is a
semigroup. The claim follows from Proposition 5.
 .  .   . 43 « 2 . Consider U s S j grt, 2 grt, . . . , t y 1 grt, g . We want to
 .  .  .show that U s M y M . Since grt g T S : M y M , we get kgrt g
 .M y M for any k G 0, hence U is a semigroup. Since grt g U, by
 .  .hypothesis we have S y S y U s U. Moreover, since grt g M y M ,
 .  .we get S ; U : M y M s S y M , where the first inclusion is strict.
 .Dualizing we get S > S y U = M , where the first inclusion is strict,
 .  . because S y S y U s U. Therefore S y U s M and so U s S y S
.  .  .y U s S y M s M y M .
 .  .Remark. If S is a semigroup with g S even, then gr2 g L S . With
this in mind, we can construct almost symmetric semigroups of the special
type above for any t, g, where t, g are positive numbers such that t divides
 4  4 g and such that t is even if g is even. Let S s 0 j x ¬ x ) g j x )
 .4gr2 ¬ x k 0 mod grt . Then S is a semigroup since it is closed under
 addition. It is obvious that the set of holes of the second type is grt, . . . , t
. 4  :y 1 grt . The semigroup S s 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 is almost symmetric, but is
 .  4  .  4not of this special type, since L S s 4, 5 and T S s 4, 5, 9 .
A semigroup S is symmetric of maximal embedding dimension if and
 :  .only if S s 2, g q 2 , where g s g S G y1 is odd. On the other hand
S is pseudosymmetric of maximal embedding dimension if and only if
 :  .  .S s 3, gr2 q 3, g q 3 , where g s g S G 2 is even and g ' 1, 2 mod 3
 w x.cf. B-D-F2, Theorems 9 and 10; B-D-F3, Theorems I.4.2 and I.4.4 . For
an almost symmetric semigroup of maximal embedding dimension we can
say the following:
 .  .  .:PROPOSITION 11. Let S s t q 1 , grt q t q 1 , . . . , g q t q 1 ,
 .where t G 1 and g G y1 are integers such that t ¬ g and gcd grt, t q 1 s 1.
Then S is almost symmetric semigroup of maximal embedding dimension,
 .  4  .  .with T S s grt, 2 grt, . . . , g . Thus g S s g and type S s t.
 .  .  .4Proof. We first show that t q 1 , grt q t q 1 , . . . , g q t q 1 con-
stitute a minimal set of generators for S . Obviously t q 1 belongs to a
 .minimal set of generators for S . Suppose we have shown that t q 1 , grt
 .  .  .4q t q 1 , . . . , i y 1 grt q t q 1 belongs to a minimal set of generators
 . iy1   ..for some i F t, and that igrt q t q 1 s  n jgrt q t q 1 , wherejs0 j
 iy1 . .  iy1 . . n G 0. Then i y  n j qrt s  n y 1 t q 1 . Since gcd grt, tj js0 j js0 j
.  .  iy1 . iy1q 1 s 1 we get that t q 1 ¬ i y  n j . Now 0 F i y  n j - t q 1js0 j js0 j
so i y iy1 n j s iy1 n y 1 s 0, which is a contradiction. Hence thejs0 j js0 j
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minimal number of generators of S is t q 1. By Proposition 10, it is
 .  4  .enough to show that T S s grt, 2 grt, . . . , g . Since igrt q t q 1 be-
longs to a minimal set of generators of S , we see that igrt f S , 1 F i F t.
 4  .The inclusion grt, 2 grt, . . . , g : T S is easily verified, because
 4  .  4grt, . . . , g q igrt q t q 1 : M for any i, 0 F i F t, and so grt, . . . , g
 .  .q M : M. On the other hand the elements in T S are at most t q 1 y
 w x.1 s t in number cf. B-D-F3, Remark I.2.7 and so we have equality.
 .Remark. a Not any almost symmetric semigroup of maximal embed-
ding dimension of type t and Frobenius number g is of the type described
in Proposition 11, as the following example shows. For t s 3 and g s 21
 :the semigroup S s 4, 10, 19, 25 is almost symmetric of maximal embed-
  .  4.ding dimension with L S s 6, 15 .
 .b Proposition 11 gives a class of examples of semigroups fulfilling
the equivalent conditions in Proposition 10. Notice that for integers t G 1
 .and g G y1 such that t divides g the condition gcd grt, t q 1 s 1 is
strictly stronger than the condition ``t is even, if g is even'' take g s 6, t
.s 2 .
LEMMA 12. Let S be a semigroup of maximal embedding dimension. If
the type of S is t, then the smallest positi¨ e element in S is t q 1.
 4  .Proof. Let, as above, S s s s 0, s , . . . , s s g q 1 , where g s g S .0 1 n
 .Since S is a semigroup of maximal embedding dimension, S 1 s S y s1 1
 w  .x.cf. B-D-F2, Proposition 7; B-D-F3, Proposition I.2.9 vi . So there is a
 4   .one-to-one correspondence between s , s , . . . , s s g q 1 and x g S 11 2 n
  .. 4¬ x F g q 1 y s s g S 1 q 1 . It follows that the type of S , i.e.,1
  . .Card S 1 R S is exactly t s s y 1.1
 .With the notation above, a semigroup S such that S i s S y s fori i
 .any i, 0 F i F n S is called an Arf semigroup. Any Arf semigroup of
 .  wmaximal embedding dimension since S 1 s S y s cf. B-D-F2, Propo-1 1
 . x.sition 7 iv ; B-D-F3, Proposition I.2.9 .
PROPOSITION 13. For a semigroup S , S / N, the following are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .1 S is an almost symmetric Arf semigroup of type t and Frobenius
number g.
 .   .  .  .  .2 S s 0, t q 1 , t q 1 q 2, t q 1 q 4, . . . , t q 1 q g y t s g
4  .   .q 1, g q 2, . . . , where 1 F t F g, t ' g mod 2 and g F 2 t if t and g are
.e¨en .
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Since any Arf semigroup is a semigroup of maximal
 .embedding dimension, by Corollary 8, S 1 s M y M is a symmetric
 .semigroup. Moreover, since S is Arf, S 1 is of maximal embedding
 w  .x.  .  wdimension cf. B-D-F3, Theorem I.3.4 iv and so 2 g S 1 cf. B-D-F3,
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x.  .  :Theorem I.4.2 . This means that S 1 s 2, m for some odd m and
  ..g S 1 s m y 2. Let s be the smallest positive element in S . By1
 4   .  ..   . Lemma 12, s s t q 1 and so S s 0 j S 1 q t q 1 s 0, t q 1 , t1
.  .  . 4q 1 q 2, . . . , t q 1 q m y 1 s t q m, t q m q 1, t q m q 2, . . . , and
 .  .  .  g s g S s t q 1 y m y 2 , i.e., m s g y t q 1. Thus S s 0, t q
.  .  .  . 41 , t q 1 q 2, t q 1 q 4, . . . , t q 1 q g y t s g q 1, g q 2, . . . . If m
 4s 1, we have 1 F t s g and S s 0, t q 1, t q 2, t q 3, . . . ; if m G 3, we
 .  .have 1 F t - g and that t ' g mod 2 . Suppose moreover that t and g is
 .even. Since 2 t q 1 g S is even, and all integers d G t q 1 are in S , we
 .have g F 2 t q 1 y 2 s 2 t.
 .  .  .  .2 « 1 . Setting s s 0, s s t q 1 , s s t q 1 q 2, . . . , and S s0 1 2 i
 4  .  .s g S ¬ s G s , we get S i s S y s for any i, 0 F i F n s g y t r2 qi i i
 .  .  .1, and so S is an Arf semigroup. Of course g S s t q 1 q g y t y 1
s g. It remains to show that S is almost symmetric. Suppose that h f S .
 .If h is odd and h - g y t, then g y h G t q 1 and g y h ' t q 1 mod 2 ,
 .  .since t ' g mod 2 , so g y h g S . Let h g L S . By the previous argu-
 .  .ment, h is even or h G g y t. Thus h g S 1 s M y M and so h g T S ,
hence S is almost symmetric. Since the smallest positive element in S is
 .  .  .t q 1 s type S q 1 cf. Lemma 12 , we get that type S s t.
Remark. Notice that it follows from Proposition 13 that, if t is a fixed
even number, we have a finite number of almost symmetric Arf semi-
groups of type t, because for the Frobenius number g of S we have the
restriction g F 2 t. In this case we get exactly tr2 q 1 different almost
symmetric semigroups. Their Frobenius numbers are t, t q 2, . . . , 2 t, re-
spectively. For t s 2, e.g., we get exactly two different pseudosymmetric
 :Arf semigroups; these are 3, 4, 5 with Frobenius number 2 s t, and
 :  w3, 5, 7 with Frobenius number 4 s t q 2 also cf. B-D-F2, Theorem 11;
x.B-D-F3, Theorem I.4.5 .
DEFINITION. Let S be a semigroup with canonical ideal K. Since
0 g K, we have that K : 2 K : 3 K ??? . The reduction number of K is the
 .smallest n such that n K s n q 1 K. The reduction number is the small-
est n such that n K is a semigroup.
 .Remark. We see that n K s N for some n if and only if g S y 1 f S ,
i.e., if and only if 1 g K. It follows from the definitions that K s S if and
only if S is symmetric. If S is a semigroup which is not symmetric, there
exists x such that x f S and g y x f S . Thus x, g y x g K, and hence K
 .is not a semigroup, since x q g y x s g f K. So, if S is not symmetric,
the reduction number of K is at least 2.
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PROPOSITION 14. Let S be a semigroup with canonical ideal K. Then the
following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 S is almost symmetric but not symmetric.
 .2 n K s M y M , for n G 2.
 .  .3 Card n K R K s 1, for n G 2.
As a consequence, if S is almost symmetric but not symmetric, in particular if
S is pseudosymmetric, then the reduction number of S is 2.
 .  .Proof. 1 m 2 . We first note that n K s M y M , for n G 2, if and
only if 2 K s M y M since M y M is a semigroup. If S is almost symmet-
  .4ric, we have K j g S s M y M by Proposition 4. In particular K : M
y M , so n K : M y M for every n. If S is not symmetric there is an
 .  .element x g K R S such that g S y x g K R S , hence g S g 2 K, so
2 K s M y M. On the other hand, if 2 K s M y M , then K : M y M and S
is almost symmetric by definition.
 .  .Since 1 « 3 is obvious from what we have shown above, i.e., that
  .4  .  .K j g S s M y M s n K, for n G 2, it remains to prove 3 « 1 . We
 .  .  ..  have Card 2 K R K s Card K y K R K y 2 K s Card S R K y
. .   ..  .K y K s Card S R S y K . So if Card 2 K R K s 0 we get S y K
 .s S , so K s S and S is symmetric. If Card 2 K R K s 1 we get S y K
 .s M , so K : S y S y K s S y M s M y M , so S is almost symmetric.
 .Hence if S is not almost symmetric we get Card 2 K R K G 2.
 :Remark. If S s 3, 10, 11 , then the reduction number of K is 2, but
S is not almost symmetric.
We have seen in Proposition 2, that if S : T are semigroups and
 .  .   ..C s S y T, then Card S R C G Card T R S y Card L S . It seems
 .harder to get an upper bound for Card S R C . However, we have:
PROPOSITION 15. Let S be a semigroup with Frobenius number g, let T
 .be a semigroup that contains S , and let C s S y T. If Card T R S F 3,
 .  .then Card S R C F Card T R S .
 .  .Proof. If Card T R S s 0, then T s S s C and Card S R C s 0.
 .  4Suppose that Card T R S s 1. Let T R S s t . If s g M , then s q t g1 1
 4T, but since s q t / t we get s q t g S , hence S R C s 0 and1 1 1
 .  .  4Card S R C s 1. Now suppose Card T R S s 2. Let T R S s t , t ,1 2
t - t . Then every element s g M except possibly t y t belongs to C , so1 2 2 1
 4  . S R C : 0, t y t , hence Card S R C F 2. Finally suppose Card T R2 1
.  4 S s 3. Let T R S s t , t , t , t - t - t . Then S R C : F s 0, t y1 2 3 1 2 3 3
4t , t y t , t y t . Suppose all elements of F really belong to T R S .2 3 1 2 1
 .Then we will show that t y t s t y t , and hence that Card S R C F 3.3 2 2 1
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 .So suppose t y t / t y t and F s S R C. Then t q t y t / t and3 2 2 1 1 3 2 2
 .  .t q t y t / t , hence t q t y t g S . Now t y t g C : S . Then1 3 2 3 1 3 2 2 1
 .  .t q t y t q t y t s t g S , which obviously is a contradiction.1 3 2 2 1 3
 .  .EXAMPLE. It is not always true that Card T R S G Card S R C . If
 : S is the semigroup 13, 15, 16, 18, 35, 38, 50, 53 , and T s 13, 15, 16, 18,
:  .  .22, 24, 38, 40 , then we have Card T R S s 4 and Card S R C s 5.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON ONE-DIMENSIONAL CM-RINGS
Let A be a ring and let Q be its total ring of fractions. If I and J are
fractional ideals of A, and J contains a nonzero divisor, we set as usual
 4  .I : J s x g Q ¬ xJ : I . We denote A : A : I by I . If I s I , I is defined¨ ¨
to be di¨ isorial. Let A be the integral closure of A in Q. We call an
o¨erring of A a ring B such that A : B : A. If A is Noetherian with
 .  .finite integral closure, then A : A / 0 and so A : B / 0 for any over-
ring B of A. Hence in this case any overring B of A is a fractional ideal
of A and, by Eakin's theorem, B is Noetherian.
 .  .Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay CM in the sequel local ring and let
I be an ideal in A. An ideal I X : I is a reduction of I, if I XI n s I nq1 for
 . Xsome n or equivalently for n 4 0 . An ideal I : I is a minimal reduction
of I, if I X is a reduction and does not properly contain any other reduction
w xof I. Minimal reductions always exist, see N . We can without problems
extend the definition of reductions to fractional ideals. If J is a fractional
ideal, there exists z g A such that J s zy1I, where I is an ordinary ideal.
If we suppose that I has the reduction H, i.e., that HI n s I nq1 for some
n, then zy1HJ n s J nq1, so zy1H is a reduction of J. We have zy1H : J
since H : I. We also see that zy1H is a minimal reduction of J if and
only if H is a minimal reduction of I. The same argument which shows
that a minimal set of generators for H can be extended to a minimal set of
w xgenerators for I N-R, Lemma 1.3 , gives that a minimal set of generators
y1  .for z H can be extended to a minimal set of generators for J. If A, m is
one-dimensional with infinite residue class field, then minimal reductions
of m-primary ideals are principal ideals.
 . d The type of a d-dimensional local CM-ring A, m is dim Ext ArA r m A
.m, A . The ring A is Gorenstein if A has type one. If A is one-dimen-
1  .sional, then the type of A is dim Ext Arm, A s dim HomA r m A A r m A r a A
 .Arm, AraA , where a g m is a nonzero divisor. Multiplication with a
 . .shows that this equals l A : m rA .A
If A is a one-dimensional CM-ring, then a fractional ideal K is called a
canonical ideal of A if K contains a nonzero divisor and if for any
 .fractional ideal I which contains a nonzero divisor we have I s K : K : I
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Ãand in particular A s K : K. A canonical ideal exists if and only if A is aP
ÃGorenstein ring for every minimal prime ideal P of the completion A of
w xA, see H-K, Satz 6.21 . If H is invertible, then K is a canonical ideal of A
w xif and only if HK is a canonical ideal H-K, Satz 2.8 . In case A is local the
invertible ideals are principal, thus for each nonzero divisor z in Q, we
have that K is a canonical ideal if and only if zK is a canonical ideal. If K
 .  .is a canonical ideal, then K : K s A and l IrJ s l K : JrK : I if I = JA A
w xare fractional ideals H-K, Bermerkung 2.5 .
 .A Noetherian local ring A, m is called analytically unramified if the
Ã Ãcompletion A is reduced, and analytically irreducible if A is a domain. If A
Ãis one-dimensional and analytically unramified, then A is a field for eachP
Ãminimal prime P of A, hence A has a canonical ideal. The integral
closure A of a one-dimensional local ring A is a finite A-module if and
w xonly if A is analytically unramified, see, e.g., Ml, Theorem 10.2 . If A is
one-dimensional and analytically unramified, then A is analytically irre-
wducible if and only if A is local, and hence a DVR, see, e.g., Ka, Theorem
x  .4 , hence each element x g A has a value ¨ x . If moreover Arm , Arm,
where m is the maximal ideal of A, A is called analytically irreducible
residually rational.
 .Let A, m be a one-dimensional local CM-ring. If A is not a DVR,
then A : m s m : m since if A : m strictly contains m : m, then there is an
x such that xm : A, xm ­ m so xm s A and m is a principal ideal. Notice
moreover that m is a divisorial ideal. This is obvious if A is a DVR. If A
is not a DVR, then A is strictly contained in A : m by above, since
 .A : m : m, so A : A s A strictly contains A : A : m , which gives the
 . n nclaim. Suppose that A, m is not a DVR. For any n G 0, m : m is an
 n n.overring of A which is a fractional ideal of A. The sequence m : m nG 0
 n n.  .increases and stabilizes, and D m : m s B m is called the blowing-upn
w xof A, or the first neighborhood ring of A, see N . It is known that
 k .  .   . . l Arm s e A ? k y l B m rA for large k and that d s min n G 0 ¬A A
 k .  .   . . 4   .l Arm s e A ? k y l B m rA for all k G n s min n G 0 ¬ B m sA A
n n4  n nq1 4  .m : m s min n G 0 ¬ zm s m for some z g M , where e A is the
w xmultiplicity of A, see Oo1 . The number d is called the reduction number
w x  . nof A. It is a consequence of Oo1, Proposition 1 that, if A : B m s m
for some n G 1, then n s d . If d s 1, then A is said to be of maximal
embedding dimension. Denoting the embedding dimension of A with
 .e.dim A , it is well known, and follows from above, that A is of maximal
embedding dimension if and only if the following equivalent conditions are
satisfied:
 .  .  .1 e.dim A s e A
 . 22 zm s m for some z g m
 .  .3 B m s m : m
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 .  .4 z m : m s m for some z g m
 .  .5 A : B m s m
 w x .cf. Oo2, Theorem 5.1 where most of the equivalence are shown . For the
 .  . 2 2equivalence 2 m 4 we notice that m s zm m m : zm m m : zm : m
 .m m s z m : m .
A Cohen]Macaulay semilocal ring of dimension 1 is called an Arf ring if
any local ring ``infinitely near to A'' is a ring of maximal embedding
 w x.dimension cf. L, Theorem 2.2 . In particular, when A is local, if A is Arf
then A is also of maximal embedding dimension.
 .PROPOSITION 16. Let A, m be a one-dimensional local CM-ring, let I
be an ideal in A which contains a nonzero di¨ isor, and let z g I. The following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i zA is a minimal reduction of I.
 . y1ii z I is integral o¨er A.
 .iii IA s zA.
Proof. First we note that I is m-primary, since I contains a nonzero
divisor. If zA is a minimal reduction of I, we get that zA contains some
power of I, whence zA is also m-primary. Thus zA contains a nonzero
divisor, hence z is a nonzero divisor. Let J s zy1I. Then J n s J nq1 is
equivalent to zI n s I nq1. Hence if zA is a minimal reduction of I, and
w x nx g J, we get A x : J , which is a ring and also a fractional ideal. Then x
 .is integral over A. On the other hand, if J s f , . . . , f is integral over A,1 r
then for some N we have f N g A q Af q ??? qAf Ny1 for i s 1, . . . , r,i i i
n nq1  . n nq1and hence J s J if n s r N y 1 . Hence zI s I , and zA is a
minimal reduction of I. Finally, zy1I is integral over A if and only if
y1z IA : A, and this is true if and only if IA : zA, which obviously holds if
and only if IA s zA.
 .COROLLARY 17. Let A, m be a one-dimensional analytically irreducible
local ring, and I any nonzero ideal in A. Then, if r g I, we ha¨e that rA is a
minimal reduction of I if and only if r is of minimal ¨alue in I. In particular,
principal minimal reductions always exist.
Proof. Let r be an element of minimal value in I, and let J s ry1I.
Since every element in J has a non-negative value, we get that J is
integral over A, and rA is a minimal reduction of I be the proposition. If
rA is a minimal reduction of I, then r must have minimal value in I, since
n nq1   ..   nq1..  .if rI s I and min ¨ I s m, then min ¨ I s n q 1 m s
  n..  .  .min ¨ rI s ¨ r q mn. Thus m s ¨ r .
w  .xThe following corollary is proved in B-H, Lemma 3 b in a completely
different way.
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 .COROLLARY 18. Let A, m be a one-dimensional analytically unramified
local ring with Arm infinite. Then there is a canonical ideal K such that
A : K : A.
Proof. Since A has finite integral closure, A has a canonical ideal K X
 . Xwhich we can assume to be an integral ideal . Since Arm is infinite, K
has a minimal reduction zA, and hence A is a minimal reduction of
zy1K X s K, and A : K since 1 g K and K is an A-module. It follows
from Proposition 16 that K is integral over A, i.e., that K : A.
 .We will in the sequel assume that A, m is a one-dimensional local
CM-ring with finite integral closure, i.e., that A is analytically unramified.
 . w x  w x  . 4 w x w xLet A X s A X , where S s f g A X ¬ c f s A s A X R m X ,S
 .where c f is the content of f , i.e., the ideal generated by the coefficients
 .of f. Then A X is local with infinite residue field, and hence the
 . wcanonical ideal of A X has a principal minimal reduction. From H-K,
x  .Korollar 5.21 it follows that the canonical ideal K of A X equalsA X .
 . w x  .K m A X . It follows from A, Proposition 1.3 that A X s A X . .A A
 wFinally, if F is any overring of A it follows from faithful flatness cf. Na,
x.  .  .  .  .Theorem 18.1 that A X : B X s A : B m A X . It is easy to seeA
 .  .  .that the lengths we are interested in, l BrA , l ArA : B , l KrA , areA A A
 .invariant when passing from A to A X . Hence, we can in the sequel
always assume that K denotes a canonical ideal such that A : K : A.
3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYTICALLY UNRAMIFIED RINGS
 .We assume in this section that A s A, m is a one-dimensional local
CM-ring with finite closure and with a canonical ideal K such that A : K : A.
The following lemma is a collection of more of less well known results
wthat we need. Most of them can be found, explicitly or implicitly in H-K, J,
xD .
LEMMA 19. Let I be an integral ideal containing a nonzero di¨ isor in A
and let B be an o¨erring of A with conductor C s A : B. Let A be the integralB
closure of A. Then
 .  .  .  .a l K : IrA s l ArI q l KrA .A A A
 .  .  .  .b l BrA F l ArC q l KrA .A A B A
 .  .  .  .c l ArA s l ArC q l KrA .A A A A
 .  .  .d type A s l KrmK .A
 .  .  .  .e l ArA G l ArC q type A y 1.A A A
 .  .  .f type A y 1 F l KrA .A
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 .  .  .  .Proof. a We have l K : IrA s l K : IrK q l KrA . Now we getA A A
 .   ..  .l K : IrK s l K : KrK : K : I s l ArI .A A A
 .  .  .b Since B : K : C we get l BrA F l K : C rA .B A A B
 .  .  .  .  .c We have l ArA s l ArK q l KrA . Now l ArK sA A A A
 .  .l K : KrK : A s l ArK : A and A s KA since K : A and 1 g K.A A
 .Hence we get K : A s K : KA s K : K : A s A : A s C .A
 .  .  .  . .d We have l KrmK s l K : mKrK : K s l K : K : mrA sA A A
 .  .l A : mrA s type A .A
 .  .  .  .e Since m : mK and l KrA s l Krm y 1, we get from cA A
 .  .  .  .  .  .and d that l ArA s l ArC q l KrA s l ArC q l KrMA A A A A A A
 .  .  .  .y 1 G l ArC q l KrmK y 1 s l ArC q type A y 1.A A A A A
 .  .  .f This follows from c and e .
DEFINITION]PROPOSITION 20. The ring A is called almost Gorenstein if it
 .fulfills the following equi¨ alent conditions:
 .  .  .  .1 l ArA s l ArC q type A y 1.A A A
 .  .  .2 type A s l KrA q 1.A
 .3 mK s m.
 .4 K : m : m.
 .  .  .  .Proof. 1 m 2 . This is by Lemma 19 c and e .
 .  .  .  .  .  .2 m 3 . Since type A s l KrA q 1 s l Krm and l Krm sA A A
 .  .  .  .   ..l KrmK q l mKrm s type A q l mKrm cf. Lemma 19 d we getA A A
 .that 2 holds if and only if mK s m.
 .  .3 m 4 . This is trivial.
w xGeneralizing a definition given in B-D-F2, B-D-F3 , we say that a ring
 .  .A is Kunz if l ArA s l ArC q 1. Any Kunz ring A is almostA A A
Gorenstein. More precisely:
PROPOSITION 21. For a ring A the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A is Kunz.
 .  .2 l KrA s 1.A
 .  .3 A is almost Gorenstein and type A s 2.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 m 2 . This follows from Lemma 19 c .
 .  .  .2 « 3 . This is by Lemma 19 e .
 .  .  .3 « 2 . This is by Definition]Proposition 20 2 .
EXAMPLE. If A is analytically irreducible and residually rational, it is
w x  .shown in Ku that A is Gorenstein if and only if ¨ A , the semigroup of
w  .values of A, is symmetric, and in B-D-F2, Proposition 17 a ; B-D-F3,
x  .Proposition II.1.12 , that A is Kunz if and only if ¨ A is pseudosymmet-
ric.
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2 n ww xxEXAMPLE. Let A s k q Xk q X k q ??? qX k X , where k :0 1 2 n 0
w xk : k : ??? : k are fields with k : k - ` and k / k . Then A is1 2 n n 0 ny1 n
an analytically irreducible ring which is not residually rational since
ny1ww xx  . w x w x.A s k X . We have that l ArA s  k : k y k : k sn A is0 n 0 i 0
ny1 nw x w x ww xxn k : k y  k : k . Since C s A : A s X k X , we have thatn 0 is0 i 0 n
 . ny1w x  . ny1w xl ArC s  k : k . Finally we have l A : mrA s  k : kA is0 i 0 A is0 iq1 0
w x. w xy k : k s k : k y 1. Hence A is almost Gorenstein if and only ifi 0 n 0
w x ny1w x ny1w x w x n k : k y  k : k s  k : k q k : k y 2. This gives n yn 0 is0 i 0 is0 i 0 n 0
.w x ny1w x1 k : k s 2 k : k y 2. If n s 1 we always get equality, and An 0 is0 i 0 3’w x  .ww xxhas type k : k y 1. Hence, e.g., Q q XQ 2 X is Kunz. If n ) 1, we1 0
 .w x ny1w x w xget equality if and only if n y 1 k : k s 2 k : k . Since k : kn 0 is1 i 0 i 0
w x w xF k : k r2 if i - n, the only possibility for equality is k : k s 2 ifn 0 n i
w x0 - i - n. In this case A has type k : k y 1. Hence, e.g., Q q XQn 0 3ny1 n ’ ’ .ww xx  .q ??? qX Q q X Q 2 X is Gorenstein, and Q q X Q 2
3 6ny1 n’ ’ .  .ww xxq ??? qX Q 2 q X Q 2 X is almost Gorenstein of type 5. Gen-
w xeralizations of this example have been investigated in B-F .
EXAMPLE. Let A be the completion of the coordinate ring for s lines
nq1  n. in A through the origin or s points in P . We consider the comple-
.tion to be able to stick to local rings, but this is not essential. Then
ww xxA s k X , . . . , X rI, where I s P l ??? l P and each P is a prime0 n 1 s i
ideal generated by n linearly independent linear forms. Then the following
is true:
s ww xx s ww xxA is embedded in  k X , . . . , X rP ,  k X , which isis1 0 n i is1
integral over A
s s ww xxw xA equals  k X , . . . , X rP ,  k X .is1 0 n i is1
w xIf the lines are in sufficiently general position, see Or, G-O , Orecchia
has determined the conductor. The result is C s md0 , where m is the
n q d .   .4maximal ideal x , . . . , x and d s min d ¬ s F . If the lines are in0 n 0 d
k kq1 d q n .   .4sufficiently generic position, then l m rm s max s, . Thus oneA d
 .  .  .  .can calculate l ArA and l ArC and thus l ArA y l ArC . TheA A A A
d q n0 .  .  .  w x.result is l ArA y l ArC s sd y 2 . Trung and Valla cf. T-VA A 0 n q 1
n q d y 10 .  . have determined the type of A, type A s s y q max 0,n
n q d y 2 n q d y 10 0 .  . 4q n y ns . The paper by Trung and Valla seems ton y 1 n
w xhave a gap in the proof. This result is reproved by F. Lauze in La . In
w xG-O it was shown that A is Gorensetin only if n s 1 or s s 2 or
 .s s n q 2. A tedious calculation shows that, besides these cases, A is
 .almost Gorenstein if and only if s s 3, n G 2 then A is Kunz or, if s s
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nn q 2 .   . .q 1, n G 2 in this case the type of A is q 1 . Thus the easiest22
example of a Kunz ring is the coordinate ring of three lines through the
origin in A3, which after a linear change of coordinates is the coordinate
ww xx  .  .  .axis with coordinate ring k X, Y, Z r X, Y l X, Z l Y, Z s
ww xx  . 3k X, Y, Z r XY, XZ, YZ . Also 7 lines in A yield a Kunz coordindate
ww xx  2 2 2 2 2ring; one example is k X, Y, Z r X Y y XY , X Z y XZ , Y Z y
2 .YZ .
Remark. It is well known that the CM-type of A is equal to 2 does not
ww 3 7 8 xximply that A is Kunz, as the example A s k X , X , X shows.
PROPOSITION 22. Let B be a strict o¨erring of A, and let C s A : B.
Consider the following conditions:
 .1 K : B.
 .  .  .  .2 l BrA s l ArC q l KrA .A A A
 .3 B is a di¨ isorial A-ideal.
 .4 m : m : B.
 .  .  .  .Then 1 « 2 « 3 « 4 . If A is almost Gorenstein all conditions are
equi¨ alent.
Proof. We can assume that A is not a DVR, and hence that m : m s
A : m, since otherwise the statement is empty.
 .  .  .  .1 « 2 . Since K : B, we have KB s B. Now l BrA s l BrK qA A
 .  .  .  . l KrA and l BrK s l K : KrK : B s l ArK : KB s l ArA A A A A
 . ..  .  .K : K : B s l ArA : B s l ArC .A A
 .  .2 « 3 . If B is not divisorial, then B is strictly larger than B. Since¨
 .  .  .  .C s A : B s A : B , we have l BrA - l B rA F l ArC q l KrA¨ A A ¨ A A
  ..cf. Lemma 19 b , a contradiction.
 .  .  .3 « 4 . Since A : B : m we get A : m : A : A : B s B.
  ..Suppose that A is almost Gorenstein. Then K : A : m Proposition 20 4 ,
 .  .hence 4 « 1 .
 .The following corollary is well known in case B s A or if B s B m , the
w xblowing-up; for the last statement see Oo2, Theorem 5.1 .
 .COROLLARY 23. Let A, m be Gorenstein, let B be an o¨rring of A, and
 .  .let C s A : B be the conductor. Then l BrA s l ArC .A A
w xProof. By B, Theorem 6.3 , a one-dimensional Noetherian local ring is
Gorenstein if and only if each nonzero fractional ideal containing a
nonzero divisor is divisorial. In our case each overring B of A is a
 .fractional ideal of A, since B : A and A : A / 0 .
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PROPOSITION 24. If A is a Kunz ring and B a strict o¨erring to A, then B is
 .  .a di¨ isorial A-ideal if and only if l BrA s l ArC q 1. If B is notA A
 .  .di¨ isorial, then l BrA F l ArC .A A
 .  .Proof. We have 1 s l KrA s type A y 1. The first claim followsA
from the previous proposition, and the second then follows from Lemma
 .19 b .
PROPOSITION 25. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A is almost Gorenstein of maximal embedding dimension.
 .2 m : m is Gorenstein.
Proof. If A is a DVR the equivalence is trivially true, hence we can
assume that we have m : m s A : m.
 .  .1 « 2 . Suppose that B is an overring to A : m. By Proposition 22, B
is a divisorial ideal of A. We will show that B is also a divisorial ideal of
 .m: m. Since A is of maximal embedding dimension, we have m s z m : m ,
 .  . . y1  y1 .for some z g m, and so m : m : m : m : B s z m : z m : B s
 .  .m : m : B : A : m : B : B, where the last inclusion holds because m : B
s A : B and B is divisorial as an ideal of A. Hence m : m is Gorenstein
w x because any overring is divisorial, cf. B-D-F3, Proposition II.1.21 . Actu-
ally, in this proposition A is assumed to be analytically irreducible, but the
.same argument works in the analytically unramified case.
 .  .2 « 1 . In order to show that A is almost Gorenstein, it is enough to
  ..  .  .show that l Ar m : m F l mrC . In fact, if this is true, l ArA sA A A A
  ..  . .  .  .  .l Ar m : m q l m : m rA F l mrC q type A s l ArC qA A A A A A
 . type A y 1 and, since the opposite inequality always hold cf. Lemma
 ..19 e , we have that A is almost Gorenstein. Now, let m : m s A ; A ;0 1
??? ; A s A be a strictly increasing sequence of A-modules. Since A : mh
is Gorenstein, any A is a divisorial ideal of m : m and so is a fractionalj
divisorial ideal of A. Thus we get a sequence of the same length of
 .A-modules between m and C , m s A : A : m > A : A > ??? > A : A sA 1
C . The sequence is strictly decreasing, since if A : A s A : A , thenA j jq1
 .  .A s A s A , a contradiction. We have to prove that A is ofj j ¨ jq1 ¨
 .maximal embedding dimension, i.e., that z m : m s m for some element
 .z g m. Suppose zA is a minimal reduction of m. We have z m : m : m.
Since A : m s m : m, to prove equality, it is enough to show that
  . .  .l z A : m rA : A s l mrA : A . By Proposition 16, we have mA s zAA A
 . .and so A : A s zA : zA s zA : mA s z A : m : A . Since A : m is Goren-
 .   . .stein and its integral closure is A , we have l A : mr A : m : A sA
 .l ArA : m . On the other hand, since, as we have proved above, A isA
 .  .almost Gorenstein, we have l ArA : m s l mrA : A and soA A
  . .  .l A : mr A : m : A s l mrA : A . Multiplying with z we getA A
  . .  .l z A : m rA : A s l mrA : A as requested.A A
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w xThe next result is inspired by the result in Oo1 for Gorenstein rings.
 .PROPOSITION 26. Suppose that A is almost Gorenstein. Let B s B m
d  .and C s A : B. Then C s m or equi¨ alently C is a power of m if and only
 .  .  .if 2 l BrA y type A q 1 s e A d . In particular, if A is Kunz and C is aA
 .  .  .power of m, then 2 l BrA y 1 s e A d , and e A and d are odd.A
 . d wProof. We have that m : m : B m . We always have m : C O-R,
x  d .  .  . dTheorem 1.3 and l Arm s e A d y l BrA . Hence C s m if andA A
 .  d .only if l ArC s l Arm which, since A is almost Gorenstein, isA A
 .  .  .  .equivalent to l BrA y type A q 1 s e A d y l BrA .A A
w xThe following proposition is parallel to B-D-F1, Proposition 6 .
PROPOSITION 27. Let A be analytically irreducible of CM-type two, and let
k be its residue field. Then m : mrm is isomorphic to one of the following:
 .a A field extension of k of degree three.
 . w x  3.b k X r X .
 . w x  .2c k X, Y r X, Y .
 .  .In case a we ha¨e that m : m s A and A is Kunz. In case c we ha¨e that A
is not Kunz.
w xProof. As noted in B-D-F1 , every overring of A is a Noetherian local
 .analytically irreducible ring. Since m m : m : m, m : mrm is a local
 .  .k-algebra B, n of length three as A-module, since type A s
 .  .  .  .  .l A : mrA s l m : mrm y 1 s 2. Since l B s dim Brn l B weA A A k B
 . 2have either that dim Brn s 3 or that Brn , Arm. The chain 0 : n :k
2  2 . w x  3.n : B shows that, if n / 0, then l nrn s 1 and B , k X r X .B
 2 . 2 w x  .2Otherwise l nrn s 2 and n s 0, hence we have B , k X, Y r X, Y .B
 .If dim Brn s 3, m is the maximal ideal of m : m s E. Since E : mk
 .properly contains m : m m being divisorial , there exists an element
 .  .d g E : m R m : m . Since dm : E and dm ­ m, we get dm s E and
m s dy1E is a principal ideal of E. It follows that E is a DVR and so
E s A. Finally, since K : A s m : m, A is almost Gorenstein by Proposi-
 .  .  .tion 20 4 , and thus Kunz cf. Proposition 21 . If A were Kunz in case c ,
 .we would have A : K : A : m cf. Propositions 20 and 21 . Hence the
2 canonical ideal would be K s A q Az with z g A. Then A q Az : A q
.  .Az : A q Az , contradicting K : K s A.
DEFINITION. The concept of blowing-up can be extended to any frac-
n n .  .tional ideal J, B J s D J : J . Since A : K : A, if 0 / z g A isnG 0
 .  .such that zK is an integral ideal, then, by Proposition 15, ii « i , zA is a
w xminimal reduction of zK and we have by L, Proposition 1.1 that the
 .  .  .n n nblowing-up of the canonical ideal is B K s B zK s zK rz s K , for
n sufficiently large. The reduction number of K is the least n G 0 such that
K n is a ring.
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It is well known that A is Gorenstein if and only if A s K. We always
 2 .  2 .   . .  .have l K rK s l K : KrK : K s l Ar K : K : K s l ArA : K .A A A A
Thus, if K 2 s K, we get A : K s A, so A is Gorenstein. Hence if A is a
non-Gorenstein ring, the reduction number of K is at least 2. The
w xfollowing proposition is proved in An, Proposition 3.4 in the analytically
irreducible, residually rational case.
PROPOSITION 28. Let K be the canonical ideal of A and suppose that A is
not a DVR. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A is almost Gorenstein and not Gorenstein.
 .  .2 B K s m : m.
 .   . .3 l B K rK s 1.A
As a consequence, if A is almost Gorenstein and not Gorenstein, in particular
if A is Kunz, the reduction number of K is 2.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . If A is almost Gorenstein then K : m : m, so B K
 .: m : m, since m : m is a ring and since B K is the smallest ring
  .  ..containing K. Since the opposite inclusion holds Proposition 22, 1 « 4 ,
 .we have B K s m : m.
 .  .  .2 « 1 . We have K : B K s m : m, so A is almost Gorenstein.
 .Moreover A is not Gorenstein, since in that case A s K s B K is strictly
contained in m : m.
 .  .1 « 3 . From the definition of almost Gorenstein and the equivalence
 .  .  .  .1 m 2 just proved, we have A : K : B K s m : m. Since type A s
 .  .  .l m : mrA s l KrA q 1 cf. Definition]Proposition 20 , we getA A
  . .l B K rK s 1.A
 .  .3 « 1 . As we showed just before this proposition, we always have
 2 .  .  .l K rK s l ArA : K . If l ArA : K F 1, then either A : K s A andA A A
 .A is Gorenstein, or A : K s m and K : A : A : K s A : m and A is
almost Gorenstein. Hence, if A is not almost Gorenstein, then
  . .  2 .l B K rK G l K rK G 2.A A
4. ANALYTICALLY IRREDUCIBLE RESIDUALLY
RATIONAL RINGS
Let A be analytically irreducible and residually rational. In this case for
 .   .  ..any fractional ideals I = J we have l IrJ s Card ¨ I R ¨ J , whereA
 . w¨ I is the set of values of elements in I. This follows easily from Ms,
xProposition 1 . Let A be an analytically irreducible, residually rational
X X Xring, and let K be a fractional ideal satisfying A : K : A. Then K is a
 X.canonical ideal of A if and only if ¨ K is a canonical semigroup ideal to
 . w x¨ A , see J, Satz 5 .
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 .We assume in this section that A s A, m is a one-dimensional local
analytically irreducible and residually rational ring and K is a canonicl ideal
such that A : K : A.
Some, but not all, results from the section on semigroups can be
translated to this situation.
PROPOSITION 29. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A is almost Gorenstein.
 .  .  .   ..2 ¨ A is almost symmetric and type A s type ¨ A .
 .  .  4Proof. Set S s ¨ A , g s g S , M s S R 0 , and let K be the
 .canonical semigroup ideal of S . Then M s ¨ m and furthermore we
 . w x  .  .   .have K s ¨ K J, Satz 5 . For any A we have ¨ A : m R ¨ A : ¨ A
 ..  .  .   4.  4  .y¨ m R ¨ A s S y M R S : K j g R S s g j K R S s
 4   .  ..g j ¨ K R ¨ A . Since A is almost Gorenstein if and only if
 .  .  .  .   .type A s l KrA q 1 since type A s l A : mrA s Card ¨ A : m RA A
 ..  .   .  ..¨ A and l KrA s Card ¨ K R ¨ A , we get that A is almostA
 .  .  .  .Gorenstein if and only if ¨ A : m R ¨ A s S y M R S and S y M
  4.  .R S s K j g R S . The first equality is equivalent to type A s
  ..  .type ¨ A , and the second to ¨ A being almost symmetric.
 .   ..Remark. Notice that the condition type A s type ¨ A in Proposi-
ww 4 6tion 29 is necessary, as the following example shows. If A s k X , X q
7 10 xx  .  .  :X , X and char k / 2, then S s ¨ A s 4, 6, 11, 13 is an almost
symmetric semigroup, but since in A : m there are no elements of value 2,
 .  .  w x.we have type A s 2 - type S s 3 cf. B-D-F3, Example II.1.19 . More-
 .  .  .   . over l ArA s Card N R S s 6 and l ArA : A s Card ¨ A R SA A
..y N s 4, so A is not almost Gorenstein.
 .PROPOSITION 30. If type A s 2 and k is the residue field of A, then A is
w x  3.Kunz if and only if m : mrm , k X r X .
 .  .  4Proof. If A is Kunz, we know that ¨ m : m R ¨ A s gr2, g , and
 .hence m : m s A q Ax q Ay for some x with ¨ x s gr2 and some y
 . 2  2 . 2with ¨ y s g. Since x g m : m, ¨ x s g, and F s A q Ax q Ax :
  .m : m s A q Ax q Ay, we get that F s m : m because 2 s Card ¨ F R
 ..  . w x  3.¨ A s l FrA . Conversely, if m : mrm , k X r X , there exist aA
natural number g so that m : m R A only contains elements of value g
 .  .   ..  4and gr2. Thus by Proposition 10, 2 « 1 , we have L ¨ A s gr2 and
w  . xso A is Kunz by B-D-F2, Proposition 17 a ; B-D-F3, Proposition II.1.12 .
PROPOSITION 31. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A is almost Gorenstein of maximal embedding dimension.
 .  .2 ¨ A is almost symmetric of maximal embedding dimension and
 .   ..type A s type ¨ A .
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w  .  .xProof. By B-D-F2, Proposition 21 vii ; B-D-F3, Proposition II.2.10 x ,
 .we know that A is of maximal embedding dimension if and only if ¨ A is
 .   ..of maximal embedding dimension and type A s type ¨ A . Thus the
corollary follows from Proposition 29.
 .  .  . For a ring A, let S s ¨ A , n s n S , g s g S , and S s 0 s
4   . 4s , s , . . . , s s g q 1, . . . . We consider the ideals I s x g A ¬ ¨ x G s0 1 n i i
 .  .  .of A and the overrings A i [ A : I s I : I . In this case A is an Arfi i i
 .ring if and only if A i is a ring of maximal embedding dimension, for any
 w  .  .x.i, 0 F i F n cf. B-D-F2, Theorem 22 iv ; B-D-F3, Theorem II.2.13 iv .
PROPOSITION 32. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 A is almost Gorenstein and Arf.
 .  .  .   ..2 ¨ A is almost symmetric and Arf and type A s type ¨ A .
 .  .  .  .   ..Proof. 1 « 2 . ¨ A is almost symmetric and type A s type ¨ A
 . wby Proposition 29. Moreover ¨ A is an Arf semigroup by B-D-F2,
 .  .xTheorem 22 viii ; B-D-F3, Theorem II.2.13 xii .
 .  .2 « 1 . By Proposition 29, A is almost Gorenstein. With the notation
 .above, we want to show that A i is a ring of maximal embedding
 .dimension for any i, 0 F i F n. If S s ¨ A , by Proposition 29, we have
  ..  .  .  .  .  .   ..¨ A 1 s ¨ A : m s ¨ A y ¨ m s S 1 and so S 1 s ¨ A 1 ;
  ..  .  .  .¨ A 2 : S 2 . Since S is Arf, we have also S i s S y s s ¨ I y si i i i
 y1 .  .  . y1s ¨ I x , where x g A and ¨ x s s . Since the inclusion A i : I xi i i i i i i
  ..  y1 . y1always holds and ¨ A i s ¨ I x , we have that A s I x , i.e., any Ai i i i i i
is of maximal embedding dimension, for any i, 0 F i F n.
PROPOSITION 33. Let B be an o¨erring of A, and let C s A : B. If
 .  .  .l BrA F 3, then l BrA G l ArC .A A A
 .  .Proof. If l BrA s 0, then B s A s C and l ArC s 0. SupposeA A
 .   .  ..  .  .  4l BrA s Card ¨ B R ¨ A s 1. Let ¨ B R ¨ A s s . Then B sA 1
w x  .  .A x for some x with ¨ x s s . If y g m, then xy g B, but since ¨ xy / s1 1
 .  .  4  .we get xy g A, hence ¨ A R ¨ C s 0 and l ArC s 1. Now supposeA
 .   .  ..  .  .  4l BrA s Card ¨ B R ¨ A s 2. Let ¨ B R ¨ A s s , s , s - s .A 1 2 1 2
Then every element x g m except possibly those of value s y s belongs2 1
 .  .  4  .to C, so ¨ A R ¨ C : 0, s y s , hence l ArC F 2. Finally suppose2 1 A
 .   .  ..  .  .  4l BrA s Card ¨ B R ¨ A s 3. Let ¨ B R ¨ A s s , s , s , s -A 1 2 3 1
 .  .  4s - s . Then ¨ A R ¨ C : T s 0, s y s , s y s , s y s . Suppose all2 3 3 2 3 1 2 1
 .  .elements of T really belong to ¨ A R ¨ C . Then we will show that
 .   .  ..s y s s s y s , and hence that l ArC s Card ¨ A R ¨ C F 3. So3 2 2 1 A
 .  .  .suppose s y s / s y s and T s ¨ A R ¨ C . Then s q s y s / s3 2 2 1 1 3 2 2
 .  .  .  .and s q s y s / s , hence if ¨ x s s and ¨ y s s y s , then ¨ xy1 3 2 3 1 3 2
 .  .  .  .  .g ¨ A . Choose z such that ¨ z s s y s g ¨ A . Then ¨ xyz s ¨ xy2 2
 .  .  .q ¨ z g ¨ A , which obviously gives a contradiction since ¨ xyz s s .3
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 .  .EXAMPLE. It is not always true that l BrA G l ArC even if A andA A
ww 13 15 16 18 35 38 50B are semigroup rings. Let A s k X , X , X , X , X , X , X ,
53 xx ww 13 15 16 18 22 24X , where k is a field, and let B s k X , X , X , X , X , X ,
38 40 xx ww 22 24 40 xx  .  .X , X s A X , X , X . Then l BrA s 4 and l ArC s 5.A A
 .  .EXAMPLE. It does not follow that l BrA G l ArC even if A is aA A
ww 4 5 11 13 xx w 5 x ww 4Kunz ring. Let A s k X q X , X , X and B s A X s k X ,
5 11 xx  .X , X , where k is a field. Then A is a Kunz ring since S s ¨ A s
 :  .  :4, 11, 13 is a pseudosymmetric semigroup. Set T s ¨ B s 4, 5, 11 . If
 4  .C s S y T, we have C s 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, . . . , thus Card T R S
 .s 5 and Card S R C s 4. However, since in C s A : B there are no
 .  .elements of value 11 or 12, we let l BrA s 5 and l ArC s 6.A A
  ..  .If C s A : A and g s g ¨ A , then we have ¨ C s g q 1 q N. If
 .  4S s ¨ A s 0, s , s . . . . with s - s . . . , then the smallest element in1 2 1 2
 h.  .¨ m is hs . The next smallest element is h y 1 s q s . Hence if1 1 2
h  .C s m , we must have s s s q 1. If B m is the blowing-up of m, we2 1
 . w x  whave B m s A mrz , where zA is a minimal reduction of m cf. L,
x.  .  .  .Proposition 1.1 , i.e., ¨ z s s cf. Corollary 17 . So B m s A if and only1
  .. w xif ¨ B m s N, equivalently if there is in A mrz an element of value 1,
i.e., if and only if s y s s 1. The above observations, together with2 1
Proposition 26, give the following:
PROPOSITION 34. Let A be an almost Gorenstein ring, and let C s A : A.
 .  .Then C is a power of m if and only if s s s q 1 and 2 l ArA y type A2 1 A
 .q 1 s e A d . In particular, if A is Kunz, C is a power of m if and only if
 .  .s s s q 1 and 2 l ArA y 1 s e A d .2 1 A
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